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On angling as a woman in the first half of the twentieth century.Like fast moving currents, the
fishing tales in The Fly Fisher and the River move us through a selection of Max Atherton’s
experiences both within rivers’ waters as well as at their outer edges. They remind us that
alongside the (then-) radical environmentalist-explorer part of her, there was a playful joie de
vivre, someone who appreciated the company of good-looking, intelligent outdoorsmen. Even
before her husband’s death, Max enjoyed the attention she got as a fisherwoman. While she
cherished a few female friendships, Max held the opinion that women did not generally engage
their minds as much as they could and tended to settle for less in their lives than she was willing
to. The men she liked—educated, with leisure time to fish—had more freedom and could have
adventures and talk about ideas, politics, and the intricacies of fly fishing. This refined form of
angling provided an escape from the mundane, and Max enjoyed the adrenaline rush of fishing
and camping in the great outdoors as much as the meditative quiet time in nature. Her expertise
provided the entrée she needed to thrive in a man’s world—a fact reflected in her writing about
the joys of casting her lines into one river after another.Skyhorse Publishing is proud to publish a
broad range of books for fishermen. Our books for anglers include titles that focus on fly fishing,
bait fishing, fly-casting, spin casting, deep sea fishing, and surf fishing. Our books offer both
practical advice on tackle, techniques, knots, and more, as well as lyrical prose on fishing for
bass, trout, salmon, crappie, baitfish, catfish, and more. While not every title we publish
becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to publishing
books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose
work might not otherwise find a home.

"Maxine was well loved and respected by the fly fishing community. She helped pave the way for
women anglers who came after her." --Joan Wulff"Anglers of a certain age are likely familiar with
artist John Atherton, his elegantly impressionistic dry flies and his elegant 1951 book The Fly
and the Fish. Far less familiar is the elegant writing of his wife Maxine, a gifted angler in her own
right, a friend of George La Branch and Edward Hewitt, and after John’s death an intrepid and
often solo traveler, whether pursuing salmon and trout throughout Ireland, Norway, and Spain via
train or into remote Labrador via ice breaker. With her candor, environmental insights, and sharp
eye for the telling detail, Max Atherton can go head to head with any of today’s wide-traveling fly-
fishing essayists. And she was doing it before most of them were born." --James R Babb, Editor
Emeritus, Gray’s Sporting Journal"Because of the The Fly Fisher and the River , we can now
finally witness that Max was a kick-ass trailblazer . . . Max's voice is silenced no longer." --The
American Fly Fisher --This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorMaxine Atherton
learned to fish with her father and attended the California School of Fine Arts (now the San



Francisco Art Institute) where she met her future husband, John Atherton, the renowned painter
and illustrator—and avid angler. After John’s untimely death in 1952 while fishing on the
Miramichi in New Brunswick, Max embarked on an extended angling adventure in France and
Spain that led to many more adventures over the next four decades. In 1962 Max published
Every Sportsman’s Cookbook. She spent her last years writing in Manchester, Vermont, and
died in January 1997.Catherine Varchaver is the granddaughter of Maxine Atherton and senior
stewardship officer at World Wildlife Fund’s headquarters in Washington, DC where she writes
extensively about global conservation programs to inspire individual philanthropy. Catherine
received her bachelor’s from Oberlin College in Ohio, master’s in teaching from the School for
International Training in Vermont, and certification as a holistic nutrition counselor at the Institute
of Integrative Nutrition in New York. Catherine and her son, Sasha Tidwell, live in Takoma Park,
Maryland. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.From the AuthorMaxine Atherton learned to
fish with her father and attended the California School of Fine Arts (now the San Francisco Art
Institute) where she met her future husband, John Atherton, the renowned painter and illustrator
—and avid angler. After John’s untimely death in 1952 while fishing on the Miramichi in New
Brunswick, Max embarked on an extended angling adventure in France and Spain that led to
many more adventures over the next four decades. In 1962 Max published Every Sportsman’s
Cookbook. She spent her last years writing in Manchester, Vermont, and died in January
1997.Catherine Varchaver is the granddaughter of Maxine Atherton and senior stewardship
officer at World Wildlife Fund’s headquarters in Washington, DC where she writes extensively
about global conservation programs to inspire individual philanthropy. Catherine received her
bachelor’s from Oberlin College in Ohio, master’s in teaching from the School for International
Training in Vermont, and certification as a holistic nutrition counselor at the Institute of Integrative
Nutrition in New York. Catherine and her son, Sasha Tidwell, live in Takoma Park, Maryland. --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Copyright © 1995, 2016 by Maxine AthertonAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be
reproduced in any manner without the express written consent of the publisher, except in the
case of brief excerpts in critical reviews or articles. All inquiries should be addressed to Skyhorse
Publishing, 307 West 36th Street, 11th Floor, New York, NY 10018.Skyhorse Publishing books
may be purchased in bulk at special discounts for sales promotion, corporate gifts, fund-raising,
or educational purposes. Special editions can also be created to specifications. For details,
contact the Special Sales Department, Skyhorse Publishing, 307 West 36th Street, 11th Floor,
New York, NY 10018 or info@skyhorsepublishing.com.Skyhorse® and Skyhorse Publishing®
are registered trademarks of Skyhorse Publishing, Inc.®, a Delaware corporation.Visit our
website at .10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication Data is available on
file.Cover design by Tom LauCover photo credit: Maxine AthertonPrinted in ChinaOn behalf of
my grandmother, fearless fly fisher and pioneer, I dedicate these pages to Max’s three greatest
loves—her beloved husband and fishing partner, artist Jack Atherton, who left this world much
too soon; her beautiful, ever creative daughter, Mary Atherton Varchaver; and perhaps most of
all, to Nature’s glorious rivers on which Max found joy and connection as a feminine force in a
man’s world.ContentsForewordChapter One: HeritageChapter Two: Eastern Sierra Trout Stream,
CaliforniaChapter Three: Lake Tahoe, CaliforniaChapter Four: Little River, Deep in the
SierrasChapter Five: Muir Woods Trout Stream, Northern CaliforniaChapter Six: The Neversink
River, New YorkChapter Seven: Magalloway River, MaineChapter Eight: On the Battenkill
(Vermont) and Miramichi (New Brunswick)Chapter Nine: Rivers from Vermont to California, from
Oregon, and New BrunswickChapter Ten: Chalk Streams, FranceChapter Eleven: Charentonne
and Risle Rivers, NormandyChapter Twelve: Saja River, SpainChapter Thirteen: Nansa River,
SpainChapter Fourteen: Tormes River, Madrid and SalamancaChapter Fifteen: The Anglers’
Club and My Hewitt Reel, New YorkChapter Sixteen: Adlatock River, LabradorChapter
Seventeen: Little River between Lakes, LabradorChapter Eighteen: Rivers and Lakes, the
Laurentian Club, CanadaChapter Nineteen: Matane River, GaspéChapter Twenty: Petite
CanadaChapter Twenty-One: St. Anne River, GaspéChapter Twenty-Two: Matapédia River,
QuébecChapter Twenty-Three: Chalk Streams IrelandChapter Twenty-Four: The Driva,
NorwayChapter Twenty-Five: Rivers and Reveries, Canada’s ArcticChapter Twenty-Six: Back to
the MiramichiAfterwordForewordCatherine VarchaverWhen I was growing up, most of my friends
had grandmothers who baked pies and told stories, or slowly faded away in nursing homes.
Some of my friends’ grandmothers would venture on the occasional vacation cruise. My
grandmother, Maxine Atherton, was different. She traveled to remote parts of the globe so she
could wear waders and cast into fast-moving streams for hours, waiting to catch “a big one.” She
sent frequent, scrawled missives highlighting her latest adventures, complete with a grainy
photograph of her standing next to a guide and the thirty-pound salmon she’d just caught. One
year she sent us a giant side of smoked salmon from a catch which she had taken herself to a
smokehouse.Well into her eighties, my grandmother drove the 2,100 miles between New
Brunswick, Canada and her then home in the Florida Keys. She had a constantly shifting array of



houses and fishing camps, like the octogenarian equivalent of a carefree surfer chasing the next
big wave. She would roll into town in her vehicle of the moment. Sometimes it was a Plymouth
station wagon with ’70s fake wood paneling, packed with fishing gear and her Springer Spaniel,
Pete. One memorable year after a windfall, she pulled up to our house in a Cadillac Sedan de
Ville, gold and flashy on the outside, and more like an ad for Orvis on the inside. The very next
year, she zipped into our suburban village in a two-seat Fiat Spider. It was red.Not surprisingly,
my grandmother always cringed at anything that suggested she was an old lady—like being
called “Grandma”—and the last thing she wanted was a title. So everyone, including her
grandchildren, was instructed to address her as Max. (She always detested the name
Maxine.)So, when I noticed the rubber band-wrapped roll of printed manuscript pages jammed
into a crate of old journals, I was thrilled. And I had little idea of what lay ahead. It was summer
and I had just bought a small house so my teenage son, Sasha, and I could stay in the town he’d
always called home—Takoma Park, Maryland, on the border of Washington, DC. Once I started
reading the manuscript, I was hooked like a hungry salmon to a fly. Max’s adventures as a
wanderer and fly fisher came to life in her collection of remembrances, organized around fishing
rivers. I savored the brief family history before watching her tie together the major elements of
her life with a string of stories that revolved around fishing, and the rivers and characters she
admired along the way. It had always been my grandmother’s intention to add her memoirs to the
annals of fly fishing literary history.My mother had given me the manuscript for safekeeping
fifteen years earlier, following my return from two years in Central Asia, only a few months before
Sasha came into the world and just weeks after my grandmother Max left it. So Max’s
manuscript disappeared in the frenzy of a move across the globe and the excitement of
becoming a parent, only to resurface as I completed yet another move. Holding the rolled pages,
the unfinished memoir felt especially weighty. I could hear Max’s voice telling me, with her lilting
laugh, that her dream was in my hands now. It felt right that I, as her sole granddaughter, would
be the one to edit Max’s manuscript and find a publisher for her book—to carry her literary baton
over the finish line.In the last fifteen or so years before 1996 when Max died, just seven years
shy of a century, she made it clear to all who would listen that she had tales to tell about fishing,
the art scene, and the extraordinary people who passed through her life—including several quite
celebrated ones. Max came close to fulfilling her dream, but old age finally overcame her
unflinching will—a will exerted honorably over decades of learned patience and natural
determination while fishing on dozens of trout streams and salmon rivers, as a woman engaging
and excelling in a man’s world. Anyone who knew her outside of the fishing scene would be
surprised to hear the word “patience” and “Max” in the same sentence; but as a fly fisher on a
river, my grandmother shifted into another way of being, depending on skills honed out of
necessity as battles with salmon or trout cannot be won through rash action or impatient
maneuvers.With a perpetual, mischievous glint in her eye, my grandmother’s less meditative
side delighted in scandalizing people. At one big dinner with friends and family when she was
well into her eighties, Max interrupted a conversation about mundane matters to loudly proclaim



that she favored premarital sex.Somehow, Max never got around to teaching her grandchildren
how to fly fish. She was probably too busy to educate us on the art of casting and choosing flies.
My only sustained experience of fishing was fishing for bass from a row boat in the wilds of
Ontario with my best friend, Valerie, and her parents, “Uncle Vincent” and “Aunt Betty-Jean.” A
veteran first violinist in the New York Metropolitan orchestra, Uncle Vincent’s obsessions were
opera, Volkswagens, and fishing. For several summers in the 1970s, Val and I would pile into his
Bug or Aunt Betty-Jean’s Rabbit and make the two-day trek north from Hastings-on-Hudson,
New York. We looked forward to fishing and swimming at “the Island,” where we happily went
weeks without electricity, phones, or running water. It was an hour’s motorboat ride across Lake
Penage, not far from Whitefish, to the tiny pine-covered island where their two-room cabin sat at
the top of a hill. Uncle Vincent taught us how to squeeze live worms over sharp hooks and
assured me that they felt no pain. When we got tired of sitting, Val and I would jump into the lake
to swim in its silky, pristine waters and Uncle Vincent would light up a Kent and put away the
fishing gear, resigned to our restless energy. I didn’t understand what he was looking for when
he’d row up to a good fishing pool, but there was always magic in the air as we wondered if we’d
catch enough for a supper of pan-fried bass with boiled potatoes and canned peas. While I
loved my one and only extended experience of ordinary fishing, I was more of a small-town-near-
the-big-city kind of girl.My brothers, Nicholas and Peter, and I were all born in a suburb outside
of Paris, and moved to the States when I was six. We grew up in a small town on the Hudson
River, a forty-minute train ride from Grand Central Station in Manhattan. The three of us always
looked forward to the Christmas, Easter, and summer vacations when we were likely to see Max.
Her visits were an event. While she did not make us the center of her life the way other
grandparents did, there was never any doubt that she adored us, as any waiter who ever served
us could tell you. “These are my grandchildren,” she would loudly announce as someone would
walk over to take our order. “Aren’t they wonderful?!” My brothers and I would slink down in our
seats or lift menus to shield our reddening faces.When our family took a road trip to visit Max at
her house or “camp” of the moment, she spoiled us as any grandmother would, with homemade
meals of roast chicken, mashed potatoes, seasonal vegetables, often from her garden, and
green salad; or with homemade deserts of coconut or chocolate cake served with generous
spoonfuls of Cool Whip, an attempt at calorie consciousness. Cool Whip aside, Max
encouraged us to eat plenty of vegetables and take vitamins for this and that, in an era when
wellness products were not yet a multi-billion dollar industry. I always assumed her obsession
with vitamins was just one of her newfound quirks; but in getting to know Max through her
memoirs, I have come to see that her interest in nutrition and health was first inspired by her
longtime friend, fly fishing legend Edward Hewitt, who was chemist by training. Hewitt was one
of the first to isolate the value of nutrients and to preach supplementation, to improve the health
of fish and animals, as well as people.As easy as it was to appreciate her eccentric, quirky
qualities, there was also an elusive air about Max that made it difficult to feel that we truly knew
her, perhaps because she seemed to be in constant motion, always on her way to or from some



place. Reading her stories helps fill in some of the missing pieces. And looking back at Max’s
adult life, it is impossible not to notice the mid-life line that divided her years with her beloved
husband, Jack, and her years without him. Recognized as a serious artist, John Atherton was
admired for his magical realism and abstract paintings. Early in his career and marriage to Max,
a painting from his first one-man show in New York, The Black Horse, won a $4,000 prize from
among 14,000 entries. It became part of the permanent collection at the Metropolitan Museum
of Art. My grandfather’s “bread and butter” work was as an illustrator in the advertising industry
and then as a magazine cover artist. Between 1942 and 1951 he created more than forty-five
Saturday Evening Post covers alongside artist friends Norman Rockwell, Mead Schaeffer, and
others, as well as a few covers for Fortune (which, coincidentally, is where my brother Nick
works today). With my grandfather’s career secure, he and my grandmother were free to
manage their newly empty-nest years with longer fishing expeditions.The turning point in Max’s
life came in September 1952 when my grandparents traveled to New Brunswick for some late-
summer fly fishing. Jack was only fifty-two years old when he collapsed of a heart attack on the
shores of the Miramichi River, doing what he loved most: fishing. He had just caught an
enormous salmon and was beside himself with joy. Perhaps the excitement was too much. In any
case that terrible day Max lost the love of her life and her most devoted fishing partner—just two
weeks before her forty-ninth birthday. Twenty-six years had passed since she and Jack met in art
school. Once married a year or so later, Max focused on being the wife of a successful artist by
supporting local causes, taking an occasional literature or poetry class, and happily raising their
daughter, Mary (with help from a housekeeper), and, as often as possible, fly fishing. Once my
grandfather was gone, Max wondered if she knew who she was apart from her husband. And
her only child was living on her own, finishing college at Bennington—something Max never
accomplished herself, much to her regret.With help from many, especially longtime Arlington,
Vermont friends and neighbors Norman and Mary Rockwell, Max found the courage to face the
devastating turn her life had taken. Fly fishing and the desire to write gave Max a reason to get
up every day and re-engage in life, as did raising awareness about the growing environmental
degradation of streams and rivers and the health of salmon. She applied her energies and funds
to the causes about which she cared deeply, supporting institutions that included the American
Museum of Fly Fishing in Manchester, Vermont, major art galleries and museums that were
honored to acquire her husband’s paintings, community hospitals, environmental organizations,
and universities.Not long after Jack’s death, Max began exploring her long-time interest in
writing and participated in a writer’s conference at Middlebury College, part of the famous Bread
Loaf Writer’s Conference program. There she connected with a handful of struggling writers with
whom she became fast friends, including Shane Stevens, who eventually gained respect as a
crime novelist. Max created the Bread Loaf John Atherton Scholarship so that talented writers
could follow their hearts even when their pocketbooks were empty. She always had a soft spot
for the underdog, for anyone she thought deserved a chance to be saved or propelled forward in
life. In fact, one of the stories Max produced as a result of a Bread Loaf retreat relayed a



dramatic real-life account of coming upon a young woman and her abusive husband in the midst
of a violent rage. While camping and fishing in the Sierras with her father as a child, Max had
learned that when faced with a bear who feels threatened, angry or hungry, it’s better to stand
one’s ground calmly rather than to run. This lesson served Max throughout her life, and in turn
served the young couple whose drama she entered and helped redirect, and then recounted.In
keeping with what she eventually realized was her fearless, independent nature, Max followed
the advice of fishing friends after Jack’s death: She traveled by ship across the Atlantic to fly fish
in remote parts of France and Spain. There adventures abounded and she encountered all kinds
of people, including armed guards serving the Spanish dictator, General Franco. As a widow on
her own in the 1950s, taking off to travel the world and trudge into fishing streams with strangers
—inevitably men—Max was undoubtedly viewed as unusual, if not eccentric. And given the
slow, demanding modes of travel, limited means of communication, and frequent dearth of
lodging options near the best fly fishing venues, her travels as a woman alone in foreign lands
(and waters) are all the more remarkable.Also notable is the fact that Max was already a
published author before starting work on her memoir. Every Sportsman’s Cookbook was
produced by Macmillan in 1962, and her straightforward, practical style reads like a Julia Child-
like inspiration for fishers and hunters. Fortunately for the angling world (and those with an
interest in post-World War II American artists), Max decided to capture her fly fishing
experiences on paper. An early version of this manuscript made the rounds among a few
publishers about a dozen years before my grandmother’s death. In 1981, Max sent a draft to her
fly fishing acquaintance and successful publisher-author, Nick Lyons. He liked the stories but
advised her that the book needed a strong editor’s hand and he was too busy to do it himself.
Discouraged but determined, Max reworked parts of the book and over the next few years some
chapters appeared as essays in the Atlantic Salmon Journal and various fly fishing magazines.In
giving us this memoir, my grandmother wanted readers to feel the love she had for fishing, and
for preserving the natural world. She reveled in the rivers around which her life revolved as she
waited for her chance to duel with one worthy, stream-dwelling opponent after another. Salmon
proved to be as much a friend as a foe because the beauty of fly fishing was not merely about
the catch, but about playing the game with elegance and strength—and about gaining the
respect and admiration of her fishing companions, and perhaps even the respect of the salmon
who got away! Max’s expansive imagination, to which she makes reference numerous times,
took her to beautiful places whenever she wanted. On a river, away from urban noise and
distractions, her imagination blossomed and transported her to another realm, even as she
remained aware of the subtle activity all around her as any outdoor sportsperson would.In a
conversation one snowy Christmas at her house in Fairfax, Vermont (when she was still living
with her second husband, Watson Wyckoff, another avid angler and a character in his own
right), Max reminded me that life was fairly bleak for many years when World Wars raged
overseas and the Depression was at home. I was ten or eleven, listening to her talk of the old
days. She explained that fly fishing had been, and still was, a wonderful escape from the



depressing and sometimes horrific news of the day, especially when she and Jack found
themselves raising my mother during the early Depression years. My grandfather’s profession as
an artist was a challenging one. But his hard work and recognized talent—and some measure of
luck—meant that he and his family lived comfortably. Max told me that although Jack did well
and they struggled very little compared to many, they also never knew if the bottom was about to
fall out from under them, especially during the thirties. A sensitive soul, painfully aware of all the
suffering around her and around the world, Max could tolerate these tragic visions for only so
long. She was blessed with the freedom to escape, financial privilege, and a mindset that sought
out the joys in life, rather than obsessing on the deep wrongs and downsides.Max was aware of
her good fortune as a woman born at the tail end of the Victorian era. In spite of her mother’s
more conventional views, Max grew up believing she could have her own ideas and act on her
own behalf. Her marriage with Jack provided as much space for freedom as it did love and
security, and she would not have tolerated limits on her choices. This attitude carried her forward
after Jack’s death and during the rest of her days. Only in her eighties, when fighting a river’s
current and reeling in a weighty salmon had become taxing for her petite frame, did she feel the
need to begin adapting to some of the realities of age. At that point, her Miramichi fishing camp
neighbor and fellow fly fisher, baseball legend Ted Williams, designed a lightweight graphite rod
for Max to use, which she gratefully accepted; although I imagine it never compared to her
beloved first Powell rod (or borrowed Hewitt reel, whose misadventures are recounted here). A
few years later when she felt her legs were no longer able to resist strong river currents, Max
sold the New Brunswick fishing camp and shifted her focus away from fishing and exclusively to
writing.The chapters of this book are generally, but not completely, chronological. Like fast
moving currents, these fishing tales move us through a selection of Max’s experiences within the
rivers’ waters, as well as at their outer edges. They remind us that alongside the (then) radical
environmentalist-explorer part of her, there was a playful joie de vivre, one that appreciated the
company of good-looking, intelligent outdoorsmen. Even before Jack Atherton’s death, Max
clearly enjoyed the attention she got as a fisherwoman—especially from men. While she
cherished her friendships with a few women, she felt they did not generally engage their minds
as much as they could and tended to settle for less in their lives than she was willing to. Men—
educated and with leisure time to fish—had more freedom and could have adventures and talk
about ideas, politics, and the intricacies of fly fishing. This refined form of angling provided an
escape from the mundane and Max enjoyed the adrenaline rush of fishing and camping in the
great outdoors as much as the meditative quiet of time in Nature. Her expertise provided the
entrée she needed to thrive in a man’s world, and Max always longed to write about the joys of
casting her lines into one river after another.With the blessing of my mother (Max’s closest living
relative), I stepped into my role as editor, determined to honor my grandmother’s dream. The
process of absorbing and working with Max’s words reeled me into a profound journey that
tightened my connection to both my grandmother, and my mother who helped provide context
and some of the missing pieces to the puzzle that was Maxine Atherton. It took more than two



years to complete the editing process, as I spent time getting to know the fascinating characters
in Max’s life while simultaneously juggling a demanding full-time job and life as a single parent. I
not only reconnected with my family history, but felt the disparate pieces of my life fitting
together, in rough parallel with my grandmother’s. My own adventures—living and working
around the world, writing and editing stateside over the years for a variety of non-profits,
practicing as a holistic nutrition counselor, and finally, promoting conservation programs at
World Wildlife Fund—resurfaced as these threads pulled me closer to the journey Max relays
here.Fans of my grandfather’s classic, The Fly and the Fish, may find Max’s The Fly Fisher and
The River to be the yin to his yang. It’s easy to see how their shared passion for art and fly
fishing, and for the smallest wonders of the natural world, would make for an enduring and
fulfilling marriage. Working on this book, I have come to appreciate the richness of the
camaraderie that fly fishers enjoy. And I see the importance of giving time to the full experience
of casting as an art and fishing as an opportunity for meditative reflections and for being in the
“now,” away from the distractions of daily routines and demands. There’s a reason fishing is so
often used as a metaphor for life as a journey to be relished rather than a goal to be reached.The
Fly Fisher and the River will, I hope, speak to fly fishers everywhere who share my
grandmother’s obsession for this elegant, yet earthy sport and to anyone with an appreciation for
nature and an interest in conserving its future. Max thrived on the expansive quiet of being in
Nature as much as the concentrated interruptions of adrenaline at the sudden bowing of the fly
rod. Through her stories one can feel the trained fisher’s presence to the details of reels and flies
that seems to give way to an intuitive awareness of the river’s ripples, and the flies’ telling
dances above the surface, while below majestic salmon or trout wisely lurk. Like countless
anglers before and since, my grandmother was happily addicted to the inevitable tension
between the chaser and the chased, and ultimately, the joy of engaging in respectful battle with
a strong and savvy adversary.In the end, Max not only expresses her lifelong love of fly fishing
and the need to conserve the biodiversity and magic of both the planet’s rivers and all of Nature,
but also of her eternal love for the man who helped her realize her passion for angling. Jack
Atherton was proud of his accomplished fly fisher wife. In Jack’s book The Fly and the Fish, we
feel this sense of pride as he concludes a chapter about angling on the Neversink River with
their dear friend Edward Hewitt:Max sitting with a friend’s dog on a skiing outing. Bromley
Mountain, c. late 1940s.Max’s granddaughter, Catherine Varchaver, Ontario. c. 1970.To Max,
particularly, he [Hewitt] imparted a practical knowledge of streamcraft, casting and fishing with a
patience and interest equaled only by her appreciation. How much he contributed toward
making her an angler of prowess neither a big brown trout nor I realized until one day when I
tried fruitlessly for an hour to deceive him. He looked over my fly a few times but each time
turned it down with a nonchalance which was irritating to an already sorely tried anglerWhen I
finally decided to give up, Max, who had been waiting on the bank, waded out to try for him.
Secure in the knowledge that if I could not get him after such a long effort, she could not, I
started off up the stream. I had gone but a few steps when I heard her reel screech and turned to



see the fish slash madly across the pool. He had taken her second cast and thus two more
males had underestimated the power of a woman.Many men (and women) before and since that
time have made the mistake of underestimating my grandmother, but most learned quickly that
Maxine Atherton was a force to be reckoned with. Through this book, Max gives us a glimpse
into the woman behind the force, into the fly fisher and the river.CHAPTER ONEHeritageSaid
the river: Imagine everything you can imagine, then keep on going.—Mary OliverWhile scientists
may try to grasp the mysteries of humankind’s genetic origins, almost all of us are fascinated by
our own family heritage. Mine is undoubtedly much the same as thousands of other Americans.
My sister, Petey, and I came into the world during the end of the Industrial Age and beginning of
the Mechanical Age. Our American forefathers came to the New World to escape wars and the
binding social and religious restrictions of the Old World. What I know about our genealogical
heritage, I learned from the stories told by my parents and elderly relatives.The early American
ancestors on both sides of my family tree came from the British Isles and settled in New
England. My father’s last name was Breese, and his first known ancestor was French and fought
alongside William the Conqueror when he invaded England. According to the famous eleventh
edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica,1 William the Conqueror was a conscious conservationist
in the eleventh century. As King, he forced British land owners to plant trees to replace those
they cut down.My father’s French ancestors remained in the British Isles and settled in Wales.
Gradually over many generations, the original surname of Brise (French for breeze) was
changed to Breese. Later, one of the descendants came to North America and settled in New
England. (Today several Breese families have made their homes around Bennington, Vermont.)
Generations later, a branch of that family moved somewhere near Washington, DC.My father’s
family was closely allied with the Marquis de Lafayette, noted for his triumphal tour of the United
States between 1824 and 1825, and about that time in the early history of the United States a
Mrs. Breese boosted the family name up the social ladder by leading an inaugural ball in the
nation’s capital to celebrate John Quincy Adams’s election as president.A son of that Breese
family migrated to Michigan, then a sparsely settled state rich in rivers and lakes. One of his
sons, my grandfather, moved to the town of Three Rivers and married a beautiful young woman,
Polly Anna Foote, originally from New England. (Some will be surprised to learn that my legal
first name is in fact Polly, which I despised from a young age; so I became known by my middle
name, Maxine. However, since I have never been fond of the name Maxine, either, most of my
friends and family know me as Max.)My paternal grandparents had only one child, and with that
marriage our heritage began its descent back down the social ladder once Polly Breese
committed the outrageous sin of divorcing her husband and taking their small son to California. I
have no idea what happened to my grandfather Breese afterwards, but I would like to think that
the rest of his life he enjoyed the wonderful fishing and hunting that the state of Michigan had to
offer a sportsman at that time. As for my grandmother, Polly, I feel sure that if she were alive
today, she would be an active member of the women’s liberation movement.Polly’s son, Frederic
Fenimor Breese, was my father. He was born in 1862, the year before the Emancipation



Proclamation. Father was seven when his mother and he traveled to California on the new
Transcontinental Railway, the first railway across North America, completed in 1869. They rode
in one of the first Pullman Palace cars, luxurious sleeping cars draped in Victorian elegance with
seating and walls covered of red plush and gold trim. They left the train at Colfax, a booming
railroad town north of San Francisco, and boarded a narrow-gauge train that traveled to Nevada
City, their destination.That storybook train was still running when I was a child living in Nevada
City in the early 1900s. I remember lying in bed and listening to its whistle, a nostalgic
decrescendo of fading tones that would slip into the distance of long ago dreams. Occasionally,
Mother took my big sister, Petey, and me to San Francisco and we reveled in our rides on that
little train. Father said it was the first narrow-gauge in the West, and I remember the fancy coal-
burning potbelly stove that kept the passenger coach cozy and warm in the wintertime.In Colfax
we changed to a big Union Pacific train, on its way to San Francisco from the East. When the
train reached San Francisco Bay, it was dismantled and the sections were loaded on an
enormous ferryboat that carried the train and all of us across the Bay to San Francisco. That
train was enormously important if only because it brought my father across North America when
he was a child.My father, Frederic, and his mother, Polly, moved to Nevada City about twenty
years after the Gold Rush.2 Upon arriving, the lovely young lady from Michigan took her young
son to the area’s only respectable lodging, the National Hotel. The next day she set out to look
for a house to rent, a daunting task given that a large part of the population of that frontier mining
town lived in tents, and there were no houses to rent. That did not stop her. My grandmother had
a house built, made the downstairs into a dress shop and used the upstairs as living quarters.
Later, Polly employed thirteen seamstresses to make the clothes she designed for the wives and
mistresses of men who “struck it rich” in the gold fields around Nevada City and Grass Valley,
another mining town four miles from Nevada City.The two largest gold mines in California—the
North Start and Empire mines—were connected by a little street car resembling the Toonerville
Trolley in the old comic strip.3 A very important trolley indeed, running through Grass Valley. All
of the assay offices for the area were based in Nevada City, also the capital of Nevada County.In
Nevada City, my enterprising grandmother Polly became quite successful. She had another
house built, collected rent from it, and her dress shop developed into a thriving business. A
photograph of her at that time has her seated in an open fringe-topped carriage pulled by a pair
of beautifully matched horses, black and sleek. Two Dalmatian dogs followed side by side
behind and the driver, sitting in his seat above wore a stovepipe hat and held the reins as though
his carriage were carrying a queen. I can’t help but wonder how pedigreed dogs and pure bred
horses got to that wilderness mining town. Perhaps the man she later married in Nevada City
gave them to her. He owned a livery stable, a lucrative business at that time.Unfortunately, Polly
had little time for her son. She boarded him with a childless couple living on a farm outside the
rowdy mining town, and from there he made the five-mile walk to school in Nevada City.
Needless to say, his formal education was sketchy, but his mother, well educated, tutored him in
reading, writing and good manners, and he wrote in the most beautiful script I had ever



seen.Father had another tutor during his childhood, an old Native American who took him to the
best hunting grounds in the Sierras around Nevada City and taught him how to hunt and fish.
During summer vacations as a teenager, Father worked in mines, picked up a string of swear
words from rough miners, and adopted them as part of his vocabulary. His swearing
embarrassed me, a self-conscious teenager, but now I recall it as a quirk that added a spark of
zest to this dialogue.When Father moved to San Francisco, a growing metropolis, he was
nineteen. I wish I knew more about his life there. He seldom talked about his past. I think he
worked on the McCall Building, the first tall building in San Francisco, six stories high. Other than
that, I know almost nothing about what my father did until the late 1800s when, driven by the
wanderlust and spirit of adventure inherited from a long line of restless ancestors going back to
the time of William the Conqueror, he sailed up the Pacific coast in a freighter to the
Klondike.There he found no gold, and so crossed over to Alaska on foot and by dogsled. In
Alaska, Father found a wealth of fishing and hunting, and remained for several years living
among the Eskimos, now known more respectfully as the Inuit, hunting and fishing with them.
“The happiest and sanest people on Earth,” he would tell me. I loved hearing his stories about
the Inuit. The hunting and fishing were marvelous, of course. In the meantime, the United States
had fought and won the Spanish-American War, but Father knew nothing about that war until he
returned to San Francisco.It was there he met my mother, and as I write this, I am now admiring
a photograph of him. Wearing a formal cutaway jacket and ascot tie, he held a gold-topped cane.
It is difficult to reconcile that handsome, dashing man to the father I remember in the Sierras. I
suppose the photograph was taken the day he and Mother were married. His first known
ancestor was a Celtic Frenchman from the South of France in a region between the Seine and
Charonne rivers. Father had dark brown hair and eyes, his height was less than average, and his
temperament was more stereotypically Celtic—cheerful, bright, adventurous, easily moved to
extremes of enthusiasm and depression. That is exactly how I remember him.And so my father,
Frederic Breese, and my mother, Mary Frances Rogers, were married in San Francisco in the
year 1900. He was nine years older and I never heard him address Mother by any name but
Sweetheart. He spoke of her as “the kid,” and I never heard him quarrel with her or saw him get
angry, although Mother said that he had been known to lose his temper with people now and
again.My parents moved to Nevada City a couple of years before the earthquake of 1906 that
almost demolished San Francisco, when I was one year old. I wish I could say they lived happily
ever after, but while Nevada City had become more respectable by that time, life was far from
easy. Father had inherited some mining property from his mother’s estate, but with the falling
gold standard, it had little value. He was not meant to be a miner, and there was no place for his
athletic abilities in Nevada City. He decided to run a hardware and plumbing business and while
everything he did he did well, he lacked his mother’s natural gift and drive to succeed in
business.Father’s potential was never realized. Neither was Mother’s, and she complained
constantly. She was quite beautiful and as a young woman dreamed of becoming an actress, but
her father insisted that the theater was no place for nice young ladies. And in that strict Victorian



Era, young women obeyed the wishes of their parents. She had a talent for art, too. Our house
was filled with her work. The oil paintings she reproduced of famous paintings in San Francisco
museums showed impressive skills, but in Nevada City, she was a slave to her family and the big
house Father had inherited, with no time to devote to her artistic gifts. Her existence in a small
town became stultifying, her talent and beauty sadly wasted. And yet she managed in her own
way to adjust to the rugged West.My maternal grandmother, Elizabeth Jane Hare, was proud of
the fact that her father was born in England and graduated from Oxford University. She was been
raised in the South and tutored by him, later marrying Nathaniel Petite Rogers. Rogers’s
ancestors had settled in Pennsylvania, and some later migrated to Columbus, Ohio. Nathaniel
and Elizabeth Rogers ended up in Des Moines, Iowa where she gave birth to five children, all
born within seven years at home with the help of a midwife—and the ordeal of childbirth ruined
the delicate young mother’s health.From Iowa, the family migrated to California, but the long
journey by train with five children was too much of a strain for the ailing mother. She remained an
invalid the rest of her life and died in San Francisco in her mid-years. Grandmother Rogers was
only one of many women from the East who ventured west, but she could never tolerate its
hardships and culture. Her pride would not allow her to adjust. She claimed a heritage stemming
from the Earl of Bolton, but Grandfather Rogers advised her not to brag about that since the Earl
had been disowned by his family when he eloped with his mother’s chambermaid and brought
her to America.In my research I learned a bit about the early Bolton family in England. It seems
that “the first duke . . . [became the] Duke of Bolton in April 1689 . . . An eccentric man hostile to
Halifax and afterwards to Marlborough, he is said to have traveled during 1687 with four coaches
and one hundred horsemen, sleeping during the day and giving entertainment at night. He died
February 1699 and was succeeded by his eldest son . . . whose third wife was Henrietta, a
natural daughter of James, Duke of Monmouth.”4If the heritage of all Boltons in America
stemmed from the Earl of Bolton and his mother’s chambermaid, I would say it was a good,
healthy heritage. I believe my Grandmother Rogers came from a town called Bolton in North
Carolina. Mother also told me that her mother, Elizabeth Jane Hare, had been a southern belle
from a plantation noted for breeding thoroughbred horses.Grandfather Rogers loved fly fishing,
and before he died, when he could not get to a trout river, he fished in San Francisco Bay with
bait. In the final moments before his death, the last words he uttered were, “Oh, what a big
fish.”_______________1. The eleventh edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica is noted for
having been published when Swift, Shaw, Freud, and other renowned writers, scientists and
historians authored the text. My grandmother’s suede-bound set remains today at the home of
my mother, Mary Atherton Varchaver, in Hastings-on-Hudson, New York, where my brothers and
I spent the bulk of our childhood years.2. Since the great California Gold Rush began in 1948
and ended about ten years later in 1858, it’s not clear whether Max meant that Frederic and his
mother moved to Nevada City in 1868 or 1878. See . for more information.3. Visit . for more
information.4. Encyclopedia Brittanica, 11th Edition.CHAPTER TWOEastern Sierra Trout
Stream, CaliforniaThe song of the river ends not at her banks but in the hearts of those who



have loved her.—Buffalo JoeI was a blue-eyed little girl with brown curls and a dreamy gaze in
my eyes. On my bed, I held a large conch to an ear. Mesmerized by the inner flowing of a
faraway sea, I escaped by way of an active imagination from the rough chinks and sharp-edged
fluting of the outer world into a smooth creamy pink world that Nature had designed for an
entirely different creature. Day after day, hour after hour, I sailed off to a fairyland that turned me
into the Cinderella of my dreams; and always in that rosy land of make-believe, my enemies,
friends, schoolmates, everyone—particularly my sister, Petey—eyed me with envy.Everyone,
that is, but my Father, who one sunny day came into my room, insisted I should play outdoors
more and asked if I would like to go fishing with him next Sunday. The brown curls on my head
shook a decided no. He had interrupted a very important flight of fancy. Besides, I had been
fishing once before and had no desire to repeat my fishpond experience.Mother had taken me to
a church fair and given a lady twenty-five cents for a ticket to the fishpond. When I gave my ticket
to the lady, she handed me a long bamboo fishing pole with a length of string tied to the tip and a
safety pin tied to the string. I cast the safety pin into a fishpond walled in bed sheets and caught
a small porcelain-headed doll with a lumpy body stuffed with (now wet) sawdust.Some member
of the church guild had devoted hours to making a dress for the doll. Mother thought it was
beautiful and said now I had someone very pretty to play with. Shoving it into her hand, I
promised myself that no hardheaded doll would ever take the place of Jip, a soft, warm, cuddly
dog who never did anything to hurt my feelings or make me feel stupid, as did my sister and
playmates at school. Inevitably, Jip’s never-ending display of love gave me great happiness,
while his adoring eyes told me I was the most important person in the whole world.We were
living in the foothills of the Sierras, about ninety miles north of San Francisco, where fish and
game were plentiful. Father had two hunting dogs: Pete, an Irish Setter, and Jip, who was an Irish
Water Spaniel, sometimes called an Irish rat-tailed spaniel. Jip had been delegated to me
because he preferred chasing butterflies and dreams to hunting birds and human commands.
He had a curly coat that Father described as liver colored. I called it brown, but never mind.One
day when I accompanied Father to go hunting with both dogs, Jip ran off to chase butterflies
while Pete diligently hunted quail. I was starting to dream about the dinner Mother might prepare
for us later and suddenly Pete froze on point. Father moved up, flushed the bird, shot it, and gave
Pete the command to retrieve it. Proudly, he ran out, picked up the quail and started back toward
his master. Father looked pleased until, out from nowhere, Jip shot out from the trees, raced up
to Pete, deftly lifted the bird from his mouth, and delivered it with not a feather out of place to
Father.Jumping up and down, I clapped my hands. Both Jip and Pete had given me a perfect
demonstration of what Father meant when he said that a bird dog must have a light mouth so as
not to crush the bird. But now Father surprised me by taking the bird from Jip, pushing him aside,
petting Pete and telling him that he was a good dog.My father never whipped his dogs, but that
day the punishment was much worse. Jip was banished from hunting. When I announced that I
would not go fishing unless Jip could go, too, Father eventually relented. Mother and Petey were
not with us. They preferred the comforts of home to the bugs and snakes in the woods, and Pete



was not with us because I had not invited him.Reluctantly, I left the security of my conch shell on
a table in my room, and now Father, Jip and I were riding in his Ford around the Sierra foothills.
Father drove several miles to the bottom of Bear Mountain and parked the Ford, modeled after a
horse-drawn carriage, in the shade of a pine forest. He called his elderly Ford Lizzy,5
affectionately.Father led me along a trail traversing back and forth up the mountain, and since we
had started out early that morning, my eyes and legs felt heavy with sleep. I lagged behind
Father until we came to a forest in which early morning rays of warming sunshine, pouring
through open spaces in the high canopy of pine boughs, came splashing down over the
steaming ground. Suddenly, the moist air saturated with the spicy essence of pine activated my
legs and spirits. Dashing past Father, I ran up the mountain trail.He called me back to him,
“Follow right behind me and don’t run. Keep a little bend in your knees, like this, the way Indians
do. We’ll see more wild animals that way and you’ll get less tired.”Slight and sinewy, Father
moved along the trail as lightly as a deer; and following close behind, I was delighted to discover
that walking with a slight bend in the knees put springs in my legs. Jip raced ahead of us with his
nose to the ground, stopped suddenly and, wiggling from head to the tail, circled the ground
around the path. Father, noting that Jip was on the trail of something or other, stopped, motioned
to the muddy path and mouthed, “Bear tracks.”Creeping up next to Father, I stopped and asked
in a whisper, “Are you afraid of bears?” His head shook a no. “In all my travels through the
Sierras, I’ve never come across a mean bear.” But he advised me to never try to pet and kiss one
as I did Jip, and told me I should never turn tail and run. Ever. A natural instinct made wild
animals chase what runs, he said, and if I faced it calmly, chances were it would turn away from
me. He also warned me against doing anything to provoke a mother bear with her cub because
she would fight ferociously to protect her baby. “Wild animals aren’t naturally mean. Animals in
the wild kill only for food while there are some foolish, misguided men who like to kill everything
in sight.”It was the first time I had heard anyone defend wildlife. I loved animals and as I knelt on
the ground and examined a bear track, like a man’s large hand, I told myself that if Father wasn’t
afraid, neither was I. I looked up, “If we meet a bear, I will stand very still and look him straight in
the eye until he goes away.”Smiling, Father added, “Bears hate the smell of humans so you get
out of their way as fast as they can without turning your back on them. I wouldn’t be surprised if
this bear has gotten our scent and is far away by now.” Father went on to explain that the wind
was behind us, that bears had very sensitive noses and could pick up a scent miles away if the
wind was blowing it up his smeller.We continued along the deeply wooded trail and Jip, with his
nose to the ground, wiggling with excitement, kept hunting. He never caught up with the bear,
though, and lost interest when Father turned onto a narrow trail running along the side of the
mountain. The trail led us to the bottom of a small waterfall, a wispy white spray falling over a cliff
to the ground where it turned into a stream of clear, pale green water and wound through a
mountain meadow dotted with lavender wild flowers.We followed the stream for a while and then
Father stopped at what he said was a trout pool. Resting his backpack on the ground at a turn in
the stream, he explained that the force of the water running down the slope had dug a



comfortable place in the riverbed for trout where there were good places for them to hide, such
as under the overhanging bank.Father always talked to me and treated me as he would an adult.
Although half of the time I had no idea what he was talking about, he made me feel very
important. Standing close to him, I watched while he fished until the sound of pounding hoofs
drew our attention to the far end of the mountain valley. I was surprised to see a small pack of
horses galloping across the meadow and asked Father how they got way up there.Father spoke
is a low voice as he cast a fly into the trout pool. “Ranchers drive cattle and horses into the
mountains to graze in the wild meadows during the summertime. Sometimes a horse wanders
off and doesn’t come back; and if it survives the winter in the mountains, it generally returns to a
wild state, a maverick, free to wander.” And then Father mumbled, “That would be a good life.”I
didn’t know much about these horses that escaped to be free, but I knew about cowboys driving
cattle up to mountain meadows to feed during the summer months. Every summer on their way
up, a parade of cows and cowboys would appear out of a cloud of dust as they drove their cattle
herds past our house in Nevada City. The exciting parade of tinkling cow bells and pounding
hooves like drums in a marching band caused my heart to beat wildly. I looked forward to the
great event each year, but not Mother. Since only the two main streets in Nevada City were
paved, the organized stampede filled our house with dust from the dirt road. But I loved watching
those handsome cowboys, wide-brimmed hats tilted back at a jaunty slant, and chaps trimmed
with sterling silver pieces. Just the thought of cowboys waving to me sent me into a girlish
tizzy.Father interrupted my reverie by suggesting that I go down to the meadow and pick wild
flowers. “You’ll be safe—nothing down there to hurt you. We’re as free as mavericks in this
paradise.” I asked Jip to go with me, but he refused to budge. He loved to fish. He fished with his
eyes. His eyes never left the fly on the water and he never left Father when he was fishing. So, I
went off by myself.The wild horses were gone, but the magic was still there in the mountain
meadow, pale green in its cover of new grass, studded with bright flowers and fragrant sweet
grass, all aglow in brilliant sunlight. On that stunning natural stage, the sun’s spotlight followed
me as I was transformed into a beautiful ballerina, dancing and leaping over clumps of
buttercups and daisies growing like a soft yellow blanket on the meadow floor with its cushion of
lush grass.Toward the end of the morning I stopped to pick a bouquet of flowers and then circled
back to father. “Haven’t caught any fish,” he announced. The idea of fishing and catching nothing
seemed silly. I asked him why he was smiling, but he and Jip were too busy watching the fly to
answer, so I dropped down on the ground and wove myself a crown of flowers.Handling each
dainty Johnny-jump-up, each Mariposa lily the color of coffee and cream, each gleaming white
daisy centered with gold, handling each flower as though it was a precious gem, I wove it into a
crown a sweet grass and worked diligently until Father called to me. He had a trout! Plunking the
crown on my head, I ran over to see.Father handed me a trout net. “Hold it under the water and
don’t scoop up until I say to.” Kneeling on the ground at the edge of the bank, I waited. When a
big rainbow trout jumped out of the water, the spirit of the chase took over and made me jump
into the river. I scooped up the trout, but it hit the rim of the net and splashed back into the river.



Jip jumped in and barked hysterically as I tried again and again to scoop up the slippery trout.
Finally, I got it inside the net and not until then did I hear my Father’s voice. “Come here at once—
I said, come here at once!”Clutching the large trout in the net to my chest, I stumbled over to him.
He pulled me up to the bank and, although he said nothing, the expression on his face told me
that he was far from pleased. Jip jumped up to the bank, shook, and sat on the ground beside
me.
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